MEDITERRANEAN MEETING OF CIVVIH IN PATRAS
(dialogue on the constitution of a Mediterranean sub-committee)

PROPOSED RECORD
FOR IDENTIFICATION OF A HISTORIC CITY – HARBOUR
1. Name of the city
2. Location and site
3. Foundation
4. Historical function (relation city – harbour)
5. Population
6. History
7. Urban Morphology – Harbour Morphology
8. Heritage contents

8.1. Cultural contents (intangible heritage)

8.2. Environmental content

8.3. State of preservation, authenticity and integrity of heritage properties
9. The present functional character. Problems arising

10. Social and economic identity

11. Legal protection of the city as a whole as well as of the properties making up heritage

12. Degree of participation of authorities and inhabitants in the preservation objectives
13. Conducted and ongoing studies and research works

14. Bibliography